Art. VIII. — Two Altars of cohors IV Gallorum from Castlesteads.

By G. R. Stephens, B.A., Ph.D., and M. G. Jarrett, B.A., Ph.D., F.S.A.

Two altars from the Roman fort at Castlesteads attest the presence there of the Fourth Cohort of Gauls (cohors IV Gallorum). This unit was one of a series of five cohorts raised in Gaul, which presumably formed part of the Claudian invasion force in 43. It was a part-mounted quingenary cohort (a cohors quingenaria equitata) with a nominal strength of 480 foot and 120 cavalry.

The first altar, RIB 1979, was found in the bed of the beck at the foot of Kilesyke Hill, about 0.8 km to the west of the fort. It reads:

I(OVI) O(PTIMO) M(AXIMO) COH(ORS) IIII GAL|LORVM EQ(VITATA)|CVI PR[AE(E)]S[T] | CA[ ]S[ ] | IR[ ]

'To Jupiter, Best and Greatest, the Fourth Cohort of Gauls, part mounted, (set this up) under the command of Ca.s . . .'

The final two lines are virtually illegible, but comprised the name and title of the commander of the unit. Collingwood restored CAESOI[ . . ] | [P]R[A]EF[ . . ] |, 'Caseonius . . prefect', although RIB is more cautious in its restoration.

The second altar, RIB 1980, was found in the fort. It reads:

I(OVI) O(PTIMO) M(AXIMO) COH(ORS) IIII GALLORVM C(VI) P(RAEEST) VOLCACI | VS HOSPES | PR[A]EF[ECTVS] EQ(VITVM)

'To Jupiter, Best and Greatest, the Fourth Cohort of Gauls (set this up) under the command of Volcacius Hospes, prefect of cavalry.'

There is no direct evidence for the date of these altars. Collingwood dated them on stylistic grounds to the second century, and specifically to the period 121/2-181. Other commentators have favoured a Hadrianic date, or one under Antoninus Pius. The only dating evidence is provided by the movements of the dedicating unit, and by the style of the inscriptions.

Cohors IV Gallorum appears in diplomas of 122 and 146 (CIL xvi 69, 93), but the earliest evidence for its base is provided by two undated tombstones from Templeborough. Templeborough was first occupied by a timber fort, which was probably abandoned in the late-first century. The fort was rebuilt in stone in the early-second century, and evacuated during the second half of that century, perhaps c. 175. Both stones were found re-used in drains, so that they must have been cut before c. 175. Indeed, they are unlikely to be any later than the reign of Trajan, since the formula Dis Manibus ('to the spirits of the departed') is given in full on one (RIB 620), and is abbreviated Dis M. on the other (RIB 619). These stones were either relics of the timber fort re-used by the builders of the first stone fort, or were early-second century stones re-used by the builders of Templeborough III. They could be Domitianic. On the other hand, the presence of tiles stamped by the unit shows that they probably date from the early-second century, for there is no evidence for tile-stamping in the Flavian period. The chances are that IV Gallorum was the first — Trajanic — garrison at Templeborough II.
The unit is next recorded at Castlehill (RIB 2195). This was probably in Antonine I, c. 140-158, when a vexillation may have been out-stationed at Bearsden. Some time after c. 158, it was transferred to Risingham, where it is recorded on two undated inscriptions (RIB 1227, 1249). One inscription (1227) is a dedication to the Numinib(us) Augustor(um), on which Augustorum is not abbreviated. Such dedications were comparatively common in Britain, but only five of these dedications carry the abbreviation Augg. Of these, three can be closely dated: to 208 (RIB 627), 244 (RIB 327), and 253-258 (RIB 2042). These suggest that Augustorum would have been abbreviated on inscriptions dating from or after the joint reign of Severus and Caracalla (198-211). Thus RIB 1127 may well date from an earlier joint reign: either that of Marcus and Lucius (161-169), or Marcus and Commodus (176-180). This would imply that IV Gallorum moved to Risingham after c. 158, but probably before 180. It had left Risingham by 205-207 (RIB 1234), and was at Chesterholm by 213 (RIB 1705). It was still there when the Notitia sub-section per lineam valli was compiled (Occ., 40. 41).

The unit’s movements can be summarised as: Trajanic period – Templeborough; Antonine I – Castlehill; later-second century – Risingham; early-third to fourth centuries – Chesterholm. This could suggest that IV Gallorum was at Castlesteads in the Hadrianic period, or alternatively in Antonine II.

Collingwood and succeeding commentators have all dated the Castlesteads altars to the second century. In fact the style of the lettering on both altars would be more appropriate to the third century. Moreover, on RIB 1980, cui praest (‘under the command’) is abbreviated c.p. This phrase appears on 60 British inscriptions, but on only 13 of these is it abbreviated c.p. Of these, at least 11 are third century: 9 can be assigned a general third century date, one to the period 235-238 (RIB 1896), and one to 276-282. The remaining two inscriptions comprise an altar from Maryport (RIB 821), which is probably also third century, and RIB 1980 from Castlesteads. These inscriptions suggest that the abbreviation c.p. only became current in the third century. It follows that RIB 1980 is unlikely to be second century, let alone as early as the Hadrianic period. It is probably third century; and if this altar is third century, then so too is RIB 1979. Hence IV Gallorum probably garrisoned Castlesteads for part of the third century.

Little is known about the successive garrisons at Castlesteads. The only certainly attested units are IV Gallorum and II Tungrorum mill. eq. c.L. The latter unit is attested by four inscriptions, one of which dates to 241 (RIB 1983). It is not subsequently recorded, for although Castlesteads was probably the Camboglanna of the Notitia, its garrison has failed to survive in that document. There are at least two periods in the third century during which IV Gallorum could have garrisoned Castlesteads. The unit had left Risingham by 205-207 (RIB 1234) – and could have left appreciably earlier than this – but is not attested at Chesterholm until 213 (RIB 1705). It could have been stationed at Castlesteads between these periods. A third century Severan date would suit both the lettering of the inscriptions and the use of the abbreviation c.p. on RIB 1980. This is the simplest explanation. Alternatively, IV Gallorum is attested at Chesterholm in 223, 276-282, and in the Notitia. The archaeological evidence suggests that the vicus at Chesterholm – and presumably, therefore, the fort – were abandoned for part of the third century, perhaps from c. 245-270. The numismatic evidence suggests, on the other hand, that Castlesteads may not
have been occupied during coin period XIII (259-270).28 If this is correct, and if Chesterholm was abandoned c. 245-270, \textit{IV Gallorum} could have garrisoned Castlesteads around the middle of the third century – perhaps within the period c. 245-259.
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